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Abstract               
Ubiquitous computing is the opposite of virtual reality. Where 
virtual reality puts people inside a computer-generated world, 
Ubiquitous computing forces the computer to live out here 
in the world with people. Under normal sense a single user 
consciously engages a single device for a specialized purpose, 
using Ubiquitous computing many computational devices 
and systems can be engaged simultaneously. The goal of 
Ubiquitous computing is to create intelligence where network 
devices embedded in the environment provide unobtrusive 
connectivity and services all the time. We proposed a solution 
to control these devices through semantic web. It is a web which 
stores the information with a well defined meaning which is 
understandable to both human and the machine. It use OWL 
(ontology web language) is designed for use by applications 
that needs to process the content of information instead of 
presenting it to humans. SWRL (semantic web rule language) 
which specifies constraints on owl concepts and Jess engine 
which process the information without human interaction.
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I. Introduction
Ubiquitous [1] computing is a paradigm shift where technology 
becomes virtually invisible in our lives. Instead of having a 
desk-top or lap-top machine, the technology we use will be 
embedded in our environment.  Imagine a world with hundreds 
of wireless computing devices of different sizes in the same 
room. In order to bring this type of computing out into the 
environment, among the things we need to rethink are user 
interfaces, displays, operating systems, networks, and wireless 
communications. The traditional approach of controlling 
Ubiquitous [1] devices is through mobile computing devices, 
which have some processing power and are specialized in a 
set of specific tasks. There are many computing devices that 
vary in size. They are:
Tabs:  wearable centimeter sized devices
Pads: hand-held decimeter-sized devices
Boards: meter sized interactive display devices.
But there are some disadvantages by using this approach. 
These devices have to store the context information about 
the past events and should activate when we operate them. 
As a human we move one place to the other place and it is 
difficult to carry these devices when we move. To overcome 
these drawbacks an alternate solution is proposed that is 
semantic web. Sharing information between computing devices 
is the main aim of this technology. The Semantic Web is an 
extension of the current Web in which information is given 
well-defined meaning. The semantic web can be considered 
as a huge repository of web data like a database. Semantic 
web makes the machine communication possible and also 
human computer interaction cab be easily done. It can be 
achieved through SRS (semantic reasoning system) which is 

software that is able to infer logical consequences from a set of 
asserted facts. The information is stored in mark-up language. 
This software consists of following parts:
Ontology architecture 
SWRL rule
Jess engine

II. Ontology Architecture
It is vocabulary of concepts which requires definitions about 
the objects and their relationships. Ontology represents a set 
of concepts within a domain, and the relationships between 
those concepts. These are structural frame works for organizing 
information. Components of ontology include classes, attributes, 
relations, restrictions and events. It uses RDF (resource 
description framework) to describe web resources. 
RDF describes resources with properties and property 
values.
A Resource is anything that can have a URI.
A Property is a Resource that has a name.
A Property value is the value of a property.
It stores information in a hierarchical form and uses indexes 
to store information. Putting information into RDF files makes 
it possible for computer programs to search, discover, pick 
up, collect, analyse and process information from the web. 
RDF Schema (RDFS) allows creating hierarchies of concepts 
(classes) and also hierarchies of attributes which specify a class. 
If information about music, cars, and tickets (and everything 
else) were stored in RDF files, the web applications could collect 
information from many different sources, combine information, 
and present it to users in a meaningful way. The information in 
RDF is associated with standard Semantics [2]. This enables a 
machine to understand the Semantics [2] processes the data 
and infers knowledge from it and allows data to be shared and 
reused across application.

Example
<owl: Class RDF: ID=”Environment”>
<owl: Class RDF: about=”#Light”
</owl: Class>
<owl: Class RDF: ID=”Light”>
<rdfs: subClassOfrdf: resource=”#Environment”> <owl: 
onProperty RDF:
resource=”#LightParameter”/>
</owl: Class>
<owl: Class RDF:
ID=”LuminousIntensity”>
<rdfs: subClassOf RDF: 
resource=”#LightParameter”/>
</owl: Class>
<owl: Class RDF: ID=”Bright”>
<rdfs: subClassOfrdf: 
resource=”#LuminousIntesity”/>
</owl: Class>
In the above example environment is the base class and light 
is the subclass of environment class. The subclass light has 
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parameter called light parameter in which luminous intensity 
is the variable name. We have assigned the value bright to the 
variable. The intensity of light can be changed according to the 
value given to the variable.

III. SWRL
Semantic web rule language consists of sublanguages like 
owl and the markup language. These rules can be seen as 
axioms that one could add to ontologies. A rule axiom can also 
be assigned a URI reference, which could serve to identify the 
rule. All rules are expressed in the form of owl concepts. The 
editor can be used to create swrl rules, edit existing rules and 
can read and write the rules. The rules can be created only 
on the existing entities in owl. The ruels are used to infer the 
context information.

IV. JESS ENGINE
Jess is a rule engine provides a rule based programming. It is a 
different way to program in which rules and facts are specified 
instead of usual linear instructions. It automatically decides 
how to apply rules to facts. In normal procedural program 
there is a single condition for loops to execute. Jess engine 
continuously applies a collection of rules to a collection of facts 
by a process called pattern matching. These rules can modify 
the facts or they can be used to execute a code. Once the owl 
concepts and swrl rules are passed to jess engine operations 
are executed based on the rules and the result is transformed 
to owl. The Jess system consists of a rule base, a fact base, 
and an execution engine. The execution engine matches facts 
in the fact base with rules in the rule base.
The user is the most important entity in Ubiquitous [1] 
computing.  Each user has a Ubiquitous [1] User Identity and 
Profile. Each user profile will be hosted on a central location 
and will be addressed by a Unique Resource Locator (URL). As 
soon as user gets into the URL he gets the information about 
the devices and the operations can be done on the devices.

V. Benefits
Security and privacy• 
Information retrieval is easy • 
User interface can be done effectively• 
Fast processing• 
Better interoperability, as this is a enabler for high degree • 
of automation that would otherwise requires the end users 
attention

A. Applications
Web services1. 
Context awareness2. 
Controlling home appliances3. 
Accessing the information over the web presents one 4. 
of the biggest barriers for various applications. The first 
Ubiquitous [1] computing technology to be deployed was 
the live board, which is now a Xerox product.

VI. Proposed Solution
Sometimes it is needed to pass the information from computing 
device to the semantic web. This can be achieved by using 
sensors in the devices.  Sensors are everywhere and they have 
become part of our daily lives. These sensors are continually 
monitoring the environment, events, activities, people, vehicles, 
and many other objects, gathering data from these objects, 

aggregating the data and then making sense out of the data 
and finally taking actions based on the analysis of the data. 
Whenever we set the conditions in the devices the sensor senses 
those conditions and performs the specified actions according 
to it. This modified data is to be passed to the user’s URL. It uses 
a collection of hardware and software that are accessible via 
the internet programmatic interface that uses an access point. 
The programmatic interface used in this approach is xml. The 
Access Point is the point of entry for data that is to be pushed 
into the system. It is protocol that typically allows a user’s to 
access the Internet. It consists of necessary hardware and 
software to receive data from appliances. Hardware devices like 
memory devices for storing of data. Software consists of both 
hardware drivers and network address. Along with the actual 
data, the Access Point must obtain a user identifier from the 
device and attach these to incoming data.

VII. Conclusion
Because of uncertainties present in the traditional approach, 
this paper introduces a new way of implementing Ubiquitous 
[1] computing by semantically connecting through the 
environments. Connecting these environments through the 
Semantic Web enables sharing of knowledge and information 
across Ubiquitous [1] environments, thus allowing to 
environments dynamically create context models for a user 
as s/he walks from one environment to another. Furthermore, 
the environments can be programmed to achieve specialized 
applications that use the services within a Ubiquitous [1] 
environment. And also this paper provides passing of data 
from the Ubiquitous [1] device to the semantic web. 
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